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U N D E R G R A D U A T E
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PERSONAL PROFILE

I am an 18 years old college graduated

IB-Student and from there I received 2

years of writing and research experience

.

SKILLS & ABILITIES

- Motivated, well-disciplined individual

- Finds joy in doing research works

- Responsible enough to meet deadlines 

- Finds joy in writing and expression

CONTACT INFORMATION

Phone no.: +923009544591

Email: nabihaali87@gmail.com

https://nabihaali87.wixsite.com/opinions-

matter

https://www.instagram.com/_art_ism/
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International Baccalaureate

Majors include Psychology, Business Management

Administration, and English Language and Literature.

Minors include Computer science, French ab intio, and

Math Analysis and Interpretation.

Experienced in writing 4000 words thesis research on

psychology to study Gender Schema Theory in forming

gender stereotypes in children of collectivist cultures.

Performed research and analysis on Ptcl’s business decision

of using fiber optic cables, a decision for its financial

organizational and market position.

Participated in social activities like visiting old Najat homes

and opening a bake sale in school.

Participated in a month Intership at ICT adminstration,

Islamabad.

Lead the project of making blog (link provided in the

website) discussing undissolved issues around the world

and suggesting solutions regarding it.

Performed a controlled psychological experiment ion

students regarding the topic of memory distortion. 

Created a dart-lang portfolio application for a freelancer

animator client.

Achievements and Experience:

Viqar un Nisa Girls Higher Secondary
Instituite 

Have done O'levels with 1 a and 6 b's and 1c.

Majors include sciences 

Participated in international Kangaroo Tests in subjects

including English, math, and computer science.

Awarded with a certificate for the presentation of

representing cultures in Pakistan. 

Achievements and Experience:

EDUCATIONAL HISTORY

I love to write different articles and blogs because it makes me

feel like a little bit of  an expression extrovert person. 

Currently, I am teaching myself how to speak conversational

French. Plus, I am a fan artist of arts and sketches.

INTERESTS AND HOBBIES


